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Introduction

The days of rushing to a newsstand to read about the latest and greatest no longer exists. Breaking News now comes to us through constantly changing websites, databases, or mobile applications all viewable on those bright computer screens ready for immediate consumption. Since the introduction of the internet, the ways humans consume the news continues to transform everyday. Readers can be recognized as the social media user reading online articles on the news feed, the online subscriber tuning in daily to national newspaper headlines, to the researcher gathering data from news related databases and the teacher following educational blogs. Online news informs people about their past, surroundings, and possible futures. If online news now represents a unique testimony of humanity’s existence then there must exist a mandate to preserve it. The question then becomes not why, but how can people approach such an integral duty and who bears the responsibility of such a task.

Preserving humanity’s digital memories will not be a simple task. Web archiving continues to evolve just as online technology evolves, despite recent advances. For the practice of web archiving to gain a foothold, educational components and constant dialogue calling for preservation friendly practices and standards in web content development must be emphasized. This research paper proposes the incorporation of the concept of web archivability in discussions about preserving online news. The following information will touch upon issues surrounding the concept of web archivability including the notions behind web archivability, a brief history of online news, the differences between web archive stakeholders and a brief discussion on current web archivability implementations.

Terminology and Scope
For purposes of clarity, this paper will define a few terms of interests for the reader. Web archivability will be defined as a metric measuring the ability of web content to be preserved as a means of evaluating the degree of how likely a web based resource can be preserved. Web based structures while not a formal definition will be used as a general term that includes websites, online databases, blogs, and others in particular those built using HTML, CSS, Javascript, PHP, and Python and dependent on using a web browser for viewing. Other digital news structures such as mobile applications will not be directly addressed as they have yet to be measured in formal research papers using web archivability approaches.

What is web archivability

When building a website, web developers and designers take into account multiple factors including accessibility, performance, search engine optimization, standards compliance, and usability.¹ But what about preservation considerations such as web archivability, the
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measurement of how easily a website’s components including structure, presentation, content, and functionality can be saved for future access and use? Web archivability, as a method of measurement of how complete or accurate the archival copy will mirror the original, could provide the gateway to collaboration between the creators of the content and the people in charge of preserving it.

The concept of web archivability can be traced to a 2013 study by researchers Vangelis Banos, Yunhyong Kim, Seamus Ross, and Yannis Manolopoulos titled “CLEAR: a credible method to evaluate website archivability.” Web archivability as a metric unit can be the defining factor on whether a web based structure can be archived and to what extent the captured copy will represent an accurate and complete representation. Just as many web archiving programs focus on evaluating the quality after the web capture, the practice of web archivability can be seen as a component of a pre-screening process. Web archivability can also be used to gauge the difficulty levels of web capture as it relates to web structure components such as HTML, CSS, images, robots.txt, valid hyperlinks, Javascript or video.

Web archivability also addresses the impact of the ability of capturing tools, the “reliability of the mechanism used to archive, [and] the frequency at which the mechanism is run” on the final preservation copy. For purposes of this paper, this aspect will be briefly mentioned, but must be considered when facilitating conversation between stakeholders. Web archiving tools affect the extent of what can be expected from the final web archive item. For example Heritrix struggles with sites using robots.txt, using by default older file-naming conventions if conducting recurring crawls and often interprets URLs with hash symbols as being the same page if the only difference occurs after the symbol. Web based structure creators contribute most directly to these problems and can most easily provide solutions instead of relying on the web archiving team to grapple with alternative capture methods.

What is Online News

A few decades ago, the idea of preserving the news could be easily categorized as belonging to one of the three main technologies: television, radio, or print. The early origins of online news can be traced to the early 1990s, as news agencies such as the TIME already began to embrace the electronic option. This interest in utilizing the internet to reach mass audiences also coincided with the emergence of preservation work of other digital media such as the foundation of the Internet Archive in 1996. By 1995, despite a number of news agencies providing electronic sources, the “news websites were typically little more than repositories of
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On April 19th 1995 as an indirect result of the Oklahoma City domestic terrorism bombing, the role of online news would drastically change forever.

During the Oklahoma City tragedy, people flocked to online sources in an attempt to gather information at various times of the day with an almost unprecedented immediacy. This in turn caused some traditional news sources to question their age-old practices, as they realized “the sudden liberation of newspapers from the time constraints associated with print…” As online breaking news stories regarding the Oklahoma City bombing caught the world’s attention, the newspaper print industry recognized the value in producing immediate news. It became “increasingly obvious that they would not be able to compete with their electronic rival…”

Fast forward to the present, years after the early days of online news. Today people utilize online news in a variety of ways: subscription databases, web news aggregators, web-only news sites, blogs, online newspaper databases, newspaper websites, news media websites, grassroots journalism sites, WikiLeaks, and social network sites, to name a few. As the diversity of online news expands, the concept of what constitutes news and what does not becomes progressively more complex. At a recent gathering known as Dodging the Memory Hole: Saving Online News, some attendees even hinted that news to them consisted of the actual data or content, not just the source or presentation of that data. If this is the case, then the entirety of the web could be considered news, resulting in an even bigger need for preservation efforts in order to ensure access for future use. This, in turn, complicates the issue of web archiving to an even larger and more complex nature.

**Why Web Archiving**

Before web archiving can even begin, stakeholders from various areas must be convinced of the importance of web archiving. In thinking about archives, one concept currently emphasized by the National Society of American Archivists comes to mind: enduring value. Online news could easily be considered as having enduring value, although stakeholders will differ as to the length of how long materials should be preserved. For many of these stakeholders, importance must be framed according to their own expectations. Memory or education-based institutions maintain a strong history of placing attention and resources towards preservation efforts. These institutions oftentimes sense an innate intangible worth in materials for purposes of higher learning and for the safeguarding of society’s historical memory. In a 2012 survey conducted by the National Digital Stewardship Alliance, a surge in web archiving
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activities could be visibly seen mostly in not for profit institutions. Web archives serve as testimony to the historical role these institutions play; “it is the public face of the institution and its community.”

In the for-profit field, enduring value may not be as discernable. For some news agencies, the news created for online consumption ceases to matter the moment readers stop reading. This issue brings into question the need for active and clear discussions on returns on investment for those not in the business of preservation. Unfortunately majority of news agencies in the past have paid little to no attention to preservation efforts mostly due to a perceived notion of having little monetary value or little historical value to their business needs. Others may have interest, but little resources to pursue these sorts of initiatives. This can be seen through the example of early television broadcast and their “scant regard to preservation.” Other factors also heavily contributed to the lack of preservation of early television content including high costs of equipment, the fluid nature of the material, and concerns of obstructing the rights or workers or creators. Alongside these obstacles, there also existed a strong “lack of appreciation of the cultural significance of television” While television along with radio has slowly gained the recognition of value it deserves, web archives appear to be in a similar situation as the early productions of television and radio.

As the number of web archiving initiatives grows, the significance of web archiving gains traction. More institutions view web archives as “innovative systems that acquire, store and preserve information published on the web” for future use cases by various communities as well as future generations. The biggest issue then falls on the divide between those already doing the work and those not. If the bulk of the web archiving work falls on a small group producing the least amount of online news, then the need for larger and more extensive resources also increases. Sadly, most not-for-profit institutions do not possess the ability to increase their funding to match the ever increasing demands placed on them. Online news will also potentially grow as a result of the news industry restructuring itself leading to a greater need for more initiatives and resources for archiving.
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one entity and for this reason, the responsibility of web archiving should be more evenly distributed.

**Web Archiving Stakeholders**

When thinking about why people may want to archive online news, a brief description of stakeholders should be highlighted. While the final users of archives will vary drastically from repository to repository, the term stakeholders here applies to the user groups at the point of creation, the moment of preservation, as well as the points of use after preservation has commenced.

The first group focuses on the people involved in the creation of the online news source including news agency staff, board members, funders, content creators such as writers or photographers, web developers for the online structures, as well as countless other groups that contribute to the initial publication. This group in particular must be approached from the beginning, as the allocation of resources and implementation of web design plans critically define the level of success of any web archiving initiative. In particular, web design professionals in this group must be clearly instructed to consider the implications of website development on the likelihood their design can be archived. At times, members of this group may also exist in the second group such as the case with the New York Times archives and their effective reuse of archival materials for future publications.¹⁴

The second group includes the people in charge of preservation efforts, which would also vary according to institution. In the realm of web archiving, this stakeholder group could encompass archivists, digital project coordinators, data curators, student technicians, metadata specialists, and web capture tool developers. This group primarily focuses on the act of web archiving, but often has little say in modifying aspects of the web content after creation. In order to alleviate the need for more resources including time and labor, this group should make an active effort to communicate their expectations and needs with the first stakeholder group.

The final group is the most easily recognized as it encompasses users of archival materials including researchers, student, journalists, educators, policy analysts, etc. Historically this group has been viewed as a passive consumer rather than an active participant, but that approach can be detrimental if the news agency requires clear indications of profitable use as a case for the investment in web archiving efforts. More than the two previous groups, this group helps define the extent of valuable and usefulness of a web archive. In relation to web archivability, the needs of this group should strongly influence the ways completeness and accuracy are defined. As Brunelle et al. point out, users in this group can define the “relative
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**Web Archivability in Practice**

Web archiving evaluation tools and methods look at different factors such as accessibility, ingest quality, metadata & standards compliance alongside the technical structures to assess the web archive readiness of some of the nation’s top news providers. The following two approaches by no means exhaust the possibilities of how online news archiving can approach web archivability. Rather, these two instances provide contrasting strategies – one being the act of advocating for proper practices within the creating community –the other being the use of an almost out-of-the-box external evaluation application.

Web archivability will almost always rely on the people making the decisions on what ends up on the website and how. From the use of different scripting languages to third party platforms, the decisions gone into the development of a web source will drastically influence the the archivability of a website. For this reason, many memory institutions that also exist alongside the creating institution establish protocols used towards the creation of web sources. At Stanford, the university libraries system created a division geared towards the preservation of online content, mainly those created by and for the institution’s community.\footnote{Stanford University Libraries. “Guidance on Building Archivable Websites.” 2016. Accessed October 3. http://library.stanford.edu/blogs/digital-library-blog/2014/09/guidance-building-archivable-websites.} This division, alongside the activities of capturing online content, also focuses on providing guidance to different university divisions, especially the web developers. For the Stanford web archiving team, web builders represent facilitators of web archiving who can most easily follow archivability recommendations presented by the web archiving division. Other agencies such as the Library of Congress also follow a similar practice of promoting certain practices in order to facilitate the ingestion of web archives. On their website they address issues of what formats to use, what standards to implement, as well as areas to be wary of.\footnote{Library of Congress. 2016. “Recommended Formats Statement for Websites.” Web page. Preservation. Accessed October 8. https://www.loc.gov/preservation/resources/rfs/websites.html.}

Maintaining clear lines of communication between divisions within an institution plays a crucial role in the success of a web archive project, but at other times a lack of time and resources requires quicker solutions. As mentioned previously, the development of the term web archivability stems from a study on how web archiving can occur effectively. In this study the researchers as part of the Credible Live Evaluation of Archive Readiness (CLEAR) method developed ArchiveReady.com, a free online application component of the Credible Live Evaluation used as an external measurement tool for assessing a web based structures
archivability. ArchiveReady.com uses the archivability facets: Accessibility, Cohesion, Metadata & Standards Compliance included in CLEAR and now CLEAR+, the evolved version of the original. These quantitative metrics used in “diagnosing whether [the web based structure] has the potentiality to be archived with completeness and accuracy” can radically impact a web archiving program’s decision to capture web based news. When users input a target URL into ArchiveReady.com, the web-based application analyzes the components of the web structure against the aforementioned archivability facets. ArchiveReady.com then imitates a web crawler by initiating multiple HTTP connections to retrieve and “analyse only the URL submitted by the user, it does not evaluate the whole website recursively.” These connections are then evaluated and the measurements of archivability are calculated using the CLEAR method. Afterwards users see an overall rating, individual ratings for the five archivability facets, as well as different website attributes including possible errors, positive components, and additional information. One of the most attractive features of a service such as ArchiveReady.com rests on the seemingly easy implementation of verification for web based structures. Instead of assigning a staff person to manually check each potential web archive for errors, this service bundles up a five distinct areas that contribute to website completeness and verify them all simultaneously.

Other approaches include providing sitemaps, maintaining updated hyperlinks, and incorporating proper and complete metadata. Web archivability standards can be customized to address abilities and limitations of the agreed upon web capture tool. With the ever increasing need for web archives, these tools can only increase in numbers and abilities.

Conclusion
Using web archivability approaches barely scratches the surface on the problem of web archiving. Web technologies continue to change at an alarming rate. If memory institutions or long term preservation entities wish to keep up, there must be a shift in strategy. More attention should be focused on opening lines of communication among different stakeholders. This would then be coupled with developing clear standards on what can be archived and what steps need to be taken in order to complete the archiving process. Ultimately a successful web archiving initiative will not only include a strategy towards web archivability, but also an emphasis on commitment from contributing stakeholders. For smaller news providers or governmental agencies in conflict zones, web archivability may not be easily implemented either as result of low resources or resistance to accessibility. Web archives depend heavily on consent and cooperation, and without either, efforts will fall flat. In order for future generations to have the
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ability to witness their past as documented through online news, partnerships and dialogue focused on making online content archivable must start today.
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